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SKILLS –
CAN’T GET
ENOUGH
Welcome to our ladies’ issue. We met up with renowned coach, trainer and skills
improvement advocate KATJA STEENKAMP at Meerendal to find out why honing your
skills are so important.
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WOMEN’S MTB SKILLS

HOW TO GET STARTED

Mountain biking can seem
like an intimidating and male
dominated sport. But it does
not have to be. Find a ladies’
mountain biking group or attend
a skills clinic to build up your
skills and confidence. To enjoy a
fun day on your bike, have a read
and try these tips.

Whether you’re a novice mountain
biker or a more seasoned trail
shredder it is important to have
regular ‘play days’ on the bike, where
it is not about endurance and speed
but the improvement of skills.
→ Attend mountain bike skills
clinics to learn the correct
techniques before you hit the
trails. There are skills clinics

specifically for women.
→ Once you mastered the
foundations, take a friend
that shares the passion for
mountain biking and practice
together.
→ Find difficult trails that
challenge your ability to
improve your technique in
various situations.
→ Get protective gear such as

knee and elbow guards. No one
likes scars and bruises. Ride
on flat pedals until you are a
confident.
→ Stop at difficult sections and
redo several times.
→ Take videos of each other to
analyse your technique and
correct where necessary. Also,
great to impress your friends
on social media with.
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→ Watch online skills videos. There
are many good skills videos that
teach you how to ride properly.
→ If you like the detail and have a
knack for books then this
should be on your reading list:
Mastering Mountain Bike Skills
by Brian Lopes and Lee
McCormack.
→ Before you get on your bike
ensure that your tire pressure
is adjusted to your weight and
terrain, the through axel lever
on your bike is tight and apply
lubricant to you chain.
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C O V E R F E AT U R E

Katja showing the correct body
position when you get out of the
saddle to climb.

BEFORE YOU GET ON YOUR BIKE ENSURE
THAT YOUR TIRE PRESSURE IS ADJUSTED TO YOUR
WEIGHT AND TERRAIN.
Shoulders low, back level
Lower seat for
better handling
Knees bent

Head up – eyes
forward
Elbows out
Light hands!

Weight on
pedals
How to ride in an
attack position

TOP 6 MTB SKILLS
TIPS FOR WOMEN
1 Know how to ride in an
attack position. This is the
neutral position out of the saddle
standing centred on your pedals.
Although mountain biking is
dynamic, this is the position you
start with and return to. Keep
your feet heavy and your hands
light. Weight should be on your
pedals not your handlebars.
Knees bent, shoulders down and
back level, elbows out, head up
and eyes out.
2 Speed, commitment and
vision.
→ We all have a natural pace
at which everything flows
well. We ladies tend to go too
slowly which makes it harder
to stay balanced. On the other
hand, there are riders that
are overconfident going at
high speed without sufficient
skills. Concentrate on staying
smooth, with the right amount
of speed and skill to remain in
control. Keep your finger on
the brake and pull gently, as
opposed to harshly, to stay
in control.
→ Whatever you do on your bike,
do it with skill and confidence.
When you’re most nervous,

recommend you learn in a skills
clinic. The following cornering
basics will help you to go
smoother and faster around
turns:
→ Approach corners in a low
attack position.
→ Slow down BEFORE the turn.
Avoid breaking in a turn.
Only use your rear break
softly if you need to slow
down.
→ Look through the corner.
Your eyes lead the bike.
→ Drop onto your outside pedal.
→ Remain centred over your

pedals and lean your bike.
→ Turn your hips.
6 The manual front wheel lift
is one of the first techniques
you should learn before riding
trails.
→ Start by riding along in attack
position.
→ Always cover rear brake for
safety.
→ Working on a horizontal
line, shifting the weight
slight forward and down into
the bike, and then quickly
backward with straight arms
and straight legs. That will

allow you to lift the front wheel
effortlessly. This is not about
pulling on your handlebars.
It’s about shifting your weight
back.
→ Keep your head looking
forward.
→ Upon landing on the ground,
absorb the landing by bending
the arms.
Special mention to the friendly folk
at Meerendal for letting us use their
beautiful facilities and off course
to top photographer and mate of
Full Sus, Craig Kolesky for making
sure our August issue looks sharp.

Centered over bike
Centered over BB
that’s when you must find it
within yourself to commit
100 percent.
→ The faster you go the further
you need to look ahead. Do not
look at your front wheel but
ahead to see what is coming and
have sufficient time to react.
Remember that your bike will go
where your eyes go. Your eyes
always lead.
3 Bike body separation. To enjoy
a trail and improve speed you need
to be able to use the full range of
motion on your bike i.e. properly
shift your weight forwards and backwards, side to side, up and down
fluidly and dynamically. Regardless
of the gradient, it is important that
you stay centred on your bike with
your weight on your feet.
4 Being in control of your bike
and a confident rider in any
situation means you need to have
a strong core and well-developed
balance. Practice Track standing
and other slow speed drills. Do
Yoga, Pilates or other off-the-bike
exercises to develop your balance.
5 Turns come in all kinds of
sizes and shapes (level, up/downhill, tight, wide, flat, off-camber,
berm, with/without obstacles).
Each type of turn requires its own
specific set of techniques which we

Back on bike
Centered over BB

Bike body separation

When the descends
become hairy, remember to
shift your weight over the
back wheel.

Forward on bike
Still centered over BB!

